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INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a Hopf algebra over a field k, B a right A-comodule algebra, 
and D a right A-module coalgebra. In this setup we may consider the 
category Mz of (D, B)-Hopf modules (see (1.1)). If we take D = A (resp. 
B = A), then Mg is just the category of right (A, B)-Hopf modules (resp. 
right [D, A]-Hopf modules) introduced in [Dl, pp. 244, 2521. In the case 
when D = A and B is a right coideal subalgebra of A, Takeuchi has shown 
in [T] that the category M”, is equivalent to some comodule category, 
with an assumption on flatness. The case B = A and D is a quotient 
A-module coalgebra of A was studied similarly. On the other hand we have 
shown [DT] that when B is a left faithfully flat A-Galois extension of the 
invariants C, Mi is equivalent to M,, the category of right C-modules. 
The purpose of this paper is to unify these equivalences. For any group- 
likeelementxinD,B,={bEBI~:b,Ox-b,=bOx}isasubalgebraof 
B containing C. We consider a functor ( ),: ME + M,, MI-NM,= 
~m~M(~~~~~~=m~x}.Weshowin(2.3)thatifBisaleftfaithfully 
flat A-Galois extension of C and the coalgebra map A + D, a ~1 x - a, is 
left faithfully coflat, then Mg is equivalent to MBX and the equivalence is 
given by ( ),. In (2.9), we dualize this result. One should hope that there 
are applications of such a theory, since our situation occurs in the “Hopf- 
Galois-Clifford” theory (cf. [SZ]). In the final section we generalize the 
notion of total integrals. 
1. GENERALIZED HOPF MODULES 
We use the A, B, C notations in [D2, DT]; thus A is a Hopf algebra 
over a commutative ring k, with comultiplication A,, counit .sA, and 
antipode S. B is a right A-comodule algebra with structure map pe, and 
C:={b~Bl~&)=b@l~}. 
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(1.1) DEFINITION. (a) Recall that a right A-module coalgebra is a 
coalgebra D together with a right A-module structure Pi: D @ A + D such 
that pD is a coalgebra map; thus 
&(d--a)=1 d,-a,Qdz-a, 
and 
&Ad -a) = &o(d) &a(a), 
where we denote pLg(d@a) = d-a. 
We define the category of (D, B)-Hopf modules, denoted by M(A): (or 
simply Mg), as follows; an object is a right D-comodule with structure map 
pM and a right B-module M such that for all m E A4 and b E B, 
A morphism is a B-module map which is a D-comodule map. (Notice that 
the above condition means “p,(mb) = x m,b 0 m,” if ps or pD is trivial, 
that is, p,(b)=bO 1 for all beB or d-a=c(a)d for all dED and SEA.) 
(b) For a lefr A-module coalgebra D and a right A-comodule algebra 
B, we may define the category .M(A)D similarly. Its object is a right 
D-comodule and a left B-module M such that 
p,dbm)=C bomoQb, --ml. 
(1.2) EXAMPLE. Let B be a G-graded algebra for some group G. Let X 
be a left G-set given by G x X + X, (a, x) H crx. We put A := k[G] a group 
algebra, and D := k[X] a group-like coalgebra. Then B is, as is well 
known, a right A-comodule algebra. D is a left A-module coalgebra in the 
obvious way. In this case an object in .M(A)D is precisely a left B-module 
M which is X-graded M= @ xpx M, where each M, is a subspace of M 
and B,M, c Max for all 0 E G, x E X. Thus our Hopf modules generalize 
the notion of “left graded B-modules of type X” introduced in [NRV]. 
(1.3) Remarks. (a) For a left A-module coalgebra D and a feft 
A-comodule algebra B, the category iM(A) is defined similarly. Its object 
is a left D-comodule and a left B-module M such that 
p,(bm)=C b-,-zm-,@b,m,. 
(b) Let B be a right A-comodule algebra and D a left A-module 
coalgebra. Then D * := Hom(D, k) has a right A-module algebra structure 
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by(d*-a,d)=(d*,a-d)ford*ED*,aEA,anddED.Hencewecan 
form the smash product B # D* as follows: 
B # D* = B@ D* as a k-module and the multiplication is 
(b’ # d’*)(b # d*) = c b’b, # (d’* -b,) d*. 
Every M in .M(A)D is considered as a left B # D*-module via 
(b # d*).m=x bm,(d*, ml). 
Note that if D is finitely generated projective as a k-module, .M(A)D is 
identified with the category of left B # D*-modules. 
If the antipode of A is bijective, the opposite algebra AoP is a Hopf 
algebra with the same coalgebra structure as A. Also, the opposite 
coalgebra A Cop is a Hopf algebra with the same multiplication as A. Then 
D is a right AoP-module coalgebra and Dcop is a left AcoP-module coalgebra 
in a natural way. Then B is a left Acop -comodule algebra and BoP is a right 
AoP-comodule algebra. Moreover we have that 
.M(A)D = M(A”“)Sp = ~M(A=oP). 
(c) For a right A-module coalgebra D and a Zefr A-comodule algebra 
B, the category DM(A), is defined similarly. Its object is a left D-comodule 
and right B-module such that 
If the antipode of A is bijective, then we have that 
“Mu = $,M(AoP) = M(ACOP)@~P B ’ 
(d) For a left A-module coalgebra D and a left A-comodule algebra 
B, we have that 
;M(A) = M(AoP-coP);::. 
(1.4) EXAMPLES.. (a) Let B be a right A-comodule algebra, and let D 
be a right (resp. left) A-module coalgebra. If V is a right (resp. left) 
B-module then V@ D will always be considered as object in Mg (resp. 
BMD) where the D-comodule structure is id,@ A, and the right (resp. left) 
B-module structure is 
(uOd).b=x tlbo@d-b1 
(resp. b.(u@d)=z b,u@bb,-d). 
In particular B@ D is an object in Mi (resp. BMD). 
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(b) Let D be a right A-module coalgebra, and let B be a right (resp. 
left) A-comodule algebra. If W is a right (resp. left) D-comodule then 
W@ B will always be considered as an object in Mi (resp. DMB) where the 
right (resp. left) comodule structure is, 
WQbHC wDQbOQwl-b, 
and the B-module structure is (w@b)b’ = W@ 66’. In particular DOB is 
an object in Mi (resp. DM,). 
(1.5) The Functor ( ),. Let D be a right (or left) A-module coalgebra 
and assume that there is a group-like element x in D (i.e., A,(x) = x @ x 
and E(X) = 1). Define K,: A -+ D by n,(a) =x-a (resp. x,(a) =a-~). 
Then K, is a right (resp. left) A-module coalgebra map, and so B can be 
viewed as a right D-comodule via K,. It is easy to see that B is an object 
of MB” (resp. aMD). Define B, := {be B 1 CbO@~,(b,)=b@x}. B, is a 
subalgebra of B containing C = {b E B 1 ps( b) = b @ 1 A }. More generally, 
we may define M, for any A4 E Mg (resp. BMD) as follows : M, = {m E M 1 
pU(m) =m@x}. Then M, is a right (resp. left) B,-module, and MI+ M, 
is a functor from Mi (resp. sMD) to MB, (resp. B,M), the category of right 
(resp. left) B,-modules. On the other hand, to any right (resp. left) 
B,-module I’, the induced module V@, B (resp. BOe, V) is an object in 
Mi (resp. BMD) where the D-comodule structure is, 
resp. bQuw1 b,@u@n,(b,) 
> 
and the B-module structure is, (u@ b) b’ = v@ bb’ (resp. b’(b@ u) = 
b’b@u). Then the induced functor M,-+Mi, VH V@, B (resp. 
iz,M -+ gMD, b’b BQis, V) is left adjoint to the functor ( ),; that is, we 
have a l-l correspondence, 
(1.6) Mi( VQ, 4 W - Ms,( K M,) 
G +-----------+ g, 
where G = ‘P(Y(M)(g@Bx B),, g = G,@(V). Here, the adjunctions Y(Y(M) and 
@( V) are as follows: 
@(V: P’+ (vC3Bx 4, UHU@l, (1.7) 
WW: M,Q, B+ M m@bwmb. (1.8) 
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The left-hand version holds also. 
(1.9) The Functor ( )‘. Let D be a right A-module coalgebra which is 
flat over k. We denote E := D/DA+, where A+ = Ker(s,). Then E is a 
quotient coalgebra of D. Let B be a right (resp. left) A-comodule algebra 
and assume that there is an algebra map GI: B + k. Define the map 
8,: B+ A by 
e,(b) = c WhJ 6, 
( resp. 0,(b) = C a(&) b-, . > 
Clearly, 8, is a right (resp. left) A-comodule algebra map. Moreover D is 
an object in Mg (resp. DMs) via this 0,. We write B+ = Ker(u). Then 
DB+=D-B+ is a coideal of D, for if d E D and b E B, we have 
d(d-(b-a(b) l,))=c d,-(bO-tl(bJ l,)@dz-6, 
+I dlOd,-(b-a(b) 1,); 
this shows d(DB+)cDB+BD+D@DB+. Define 
D” := D/DB+ and Mu := M/MB+ 
for any ME Mi (resp. DM,). ( )” is a functor from Mi (resp. DMs) to 
MD’, the category of right Da-comodules. For any WE MD’, the cotensor 
product W q ,, D is a subobject of W@ D in MS where the Hopf module 
structure of W@D is defined by w@d~w@d.(d) and (w@d)b= 
up@ de,(b). As is known, there is a l-l correspondence Ftrf between the 
D-comodule maps F: M + W 0,. D and the Da-comodule maps f: M --t W 
defined as follows: f =( W@.z,)F and F=(f @D)p,. Note that F is 
B-linear if and only if f (MB+ ) = 0. This induces a l-l correspondence: 
(1.10) M;(M, W 0 Dn D) - MDb(Ma, W) 
F +------------+ fi 
Thus the functor MD’ + Mg, WI+ W II,, D, is right adjoint to 
M; + MD’, MI+ Ma. The adjunctions are 
(W q ,, D)” -, W, 1 wiC3diH~ wjED(di), 
M+MaOD.D, mt-,C?&Qm,. 
In the same way, if B is a left A-comodule algebra then D’M + DMe, 
WN D El,, W, is right adjoint to DM, + DaM, MH M”. 
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2. EQUIVALENCES 
Throughout this section, A will be a Hopf algebra over a commutative 
ring k, B a right A-comodule algebra, and D a right A-module coalgebra. 
We write Mg = M(A):. 
We first assume the situation in (1.5). As a consequence of the corre- 
spondence (1.6) we obtain: 
(2.1) LEMMA. For an): V E M,.y and ME Mi, the following diagram 
commutes, 
VQ, B (Z.la) (VQ, B) 0, A 
I 
g@kB 
I 
GOD.4 
KQ, B 
(2.lb) 
- MO,A 
where the map (2.la) is, vQb~~vQb,,Qb,, and the map (2.lb) is, 
mQbHCmbOQb,. 
(2.2) LEMMA. Assume that B is A-Galois (i.e., the map /?: BQ, B-+ 
B Q A, b’ Q b I+ 1 b’b,, Q b 1, is bijective) and B is flat as a left C-module. 
Then (2.lb) is a k-isomorphism. Moreover if k is a field and A is a coji’at left 
D-comodule (via x,), then (2.la) is a k-isomorphism. 
ProofI Let MEMO. We use the isomorphisms induced from the 
A-Galoisness of B (see CDT, (2.11)(a)]): 
BM:MQcB+MQA, mQbHx mh,Qb,, 
/3~‘:(MQD)&B-,MQDQA, mQdQbH1 mb,QdQb,. 
Consider the following commutative diagram, 
MxQcB 
PM@‘B 
- MQcBL 
x-inc @ B 
(MQDD)QcB 
I 
SC’ \ 
(Z.lb) B.44 MQDQA 
Mc36D 
J 
MOoA - MQA z!!%+ MQDQA MC53 (trc3 AM 
where 6,:DQA+DQA, dQaaxd-a,Qa,; this is bijective with 
inverse 6; ‘(dQ a) = C d - S(a, ) Q a,. The upper sequence is exact since B 
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is flat as a left C-module. The bottom sequence is exact, by the definition 
of cotensor products. Hence, the map (2.lb) is a k-isomorphism. 
To prove the second assertion, let VE M,. It is easily seen that the map 
(2.la) is the composition of the following canonical isomorphism: 
T/O, Bz VO, (B,@c B) 
z V@B.r (B 0, A) (by (2.lb) in case M= BEM~) 
z(f’@,,B) &A (by D-coflatness of A and k is a field). m 
(2.3) THEOREM. Assume that k is afield, and B is A-Galois such that B 
is a jlat left C-module. Let D be a right A-module coalgebra with a group- 
like element x such that A is faithfully cojlat as a left D-comodule, where A 
is a left D-comodule via a H 1 (x - a,) 0 a,. Then the adjunction Y(M) in 
(1.8) is an isomorphism for any MEMO, and in particular we have the 
canonical isomorphism: 
(2.4) /?x:B@B,B+B@D, b’@bHx b’b,@x-b,. 
Moreover, if B is a faithfully jlat left C-module, then the functor ( ), 
establishes an equivalence between Mz and MBx. In particular B is faithfully 
flat as a left B,-module. 
Proof gOc B in (2.1) is an isomorphism if and only if so is G El, A by 
Lemma (2.2). We take g := the identity on M,. Then G = Y(M) is an 
isomorphism since A is faithfully coflat as a left D-comodule. Recall 
(1.4)(a) that B@ D is an object in Mi. Then it is easy to see that (B@ D), 
is identified with B via 1 bi@ diH 1 bi&(di); the inverse map is given by 
b H b @ x. Since ‘P(B@ D) = b,, the map (2.4) is an isomorphism. 
Assume B is faithfully flat as a left C-module. Then the map g is an 
isomorphism if G 0, A is an isomorphism. We take G := the identity map 
on VBBX B. Then g=@(V), and thus Mg and MB, are equivalent. In 
particular B is a faithfully flat left B,-module. 1 
(2.5) Remarks. (a) In case D = A, the above result reduces to [DT, 
(2.11a)l. In the situation of (2.3), the map n,: A + D is a split surjection 
of left D-comodules since A is left faithfully D-coflat (cf. [Sl, (1.3)]). In 
particular D must be a quotient right A-module coalgebra K(A). Therefore, 
in case B = A and x = ?r( 1 a), the above result reduces to the right version 
of [T, Theorem 21. If rr: A -+ n(A) is a quotient Hopf algebra, then B is a 
right z(A)-comodule algebra with invariants B,Y. Hence the bijectively of /3, 
(2.4) implies that B is a x(A)-Galois extension of B, (see [Sl, (3.10)]). 
(b) Assume that A has a bijective antipode. Let B be a right 
A-comodule algebra which is A-Galois and faithfully flat as a right 
C-module. Let D be a left A-module coalgebra with a group-like element 
x such that the coalgebra map A + D, a H a-x, is left faithfully coflat 
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(this holds for example if the coradical of A is cocommutative and D is any 
quotient left A-module coalgebra [M, Theorem 1.3(2)]). Then we can 
apply the above theorem for M(AoP)‘&, and so the categories .M(A)D and 
B,M are equivalent. 
(2.6) EXAMPLE [NRV, Corollary 3.113. In the situation of ( 1.2), let B 
be a strongly G-graded algebra and X a transitive G-set. Then the category 
(G, X, B)-gr consisting of left graded B-modules of type X is equivalent to 
the category B,M for any XEX, by (2.5)(b). Note that B,= eocG, B, 
where G, is the stabilizer at x. 
We now dualize (2.3), and assume that k is a field for the sake of 
simplicity. Under the situation in (1.9), since DB+ c DA+ it induces the 
canonical coalgebra map D’ + E. Hence we may form the cotensor product 
W 0, D for any WEM? The next is the dual to (2.1). 
(2.7) LEMMA. For any ME Mi and WE MDa the following diagram 
commutes, 
MO,A 
(2.7b) 
- MzU,D 
I 
.‘=@B A 
I 
f&D 
(WOD.D)&lBA= WEleD 
where (2.7b) is m@atiCi&@m,-a, (2.7a) is w@dQaHw@d-a, 
and A is a left B-module via 6,. 
A right A-module coalgebra D is said to be A-cogafois if the map 
y:D@A+DCl,D, dQaHx d,Od,-a, 
is bijective. 
(2.8) LEMMA. Assume that D is A-cogalois and cojlat as a left 
E-comodule. Then (2.7b) is a k-isomorphism. If in addition A is a jlat left 
B-module, then (2.7a) is a k-isomorphism. 
Proof: Dual to (2.2), consider the diagram, 
M@B@A : MB-4 - M@BA 
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(2.9) THEOREM. Assume that k is a field. Let B be a right A-comodule 
algebra with an algebra map a: B + k. Let D be a right A-module coulgebru 
which is A-cogulois and coflut us a left E-comodule. If the algebra map 
0,: B+ A, bHC a(b,) b,, is left faithfully flat, then for any MEMO, the 
map M+MaOb.D, m~~F&@rnm,, is an isomorphism of Mi. In 
particular the canonical map 
(2.10) ya: D@B+D q ,,D, dQbH1 d,@d,-e=(b), 
is bijective. Moreover tf D is a faithfully coflut left E-comodule, then the 
functor Mg --t MDa, Mb M”, is an equivalence and D is a faithfully cofi’ut 
left D”-comodule. 
Proof: Dual to the proof of (2.3). 1 
In case D = A, B c A a right coideal subalgebra, and a = E, the above 
(2.9) reduces to [T, Theorem 11. The left-hand version of (2.9) also holds. 
3. TOTAL INTEGRALS 
The concept of total integrals in [D2] may be carried out for a left (or 
right) A-module coalgebra D and right A-comodule algebra B. Let k again 
be an arbitrary commutative ring. We assume that the antipode of A is 
bijective in the case D is a right A-module coalgebra. 
(3.1) LEMMA. Let D be a left (resp. right) A-module coulgebru with a 
group-like element x. Then we have the k-isomorphism for any right 
A-comodule algebra B, 
o:MD(D, B)+.MD(B@D, B), ~HF 
(resp. a:MD(D, B)+Mi(B@D, B), ~HF), 
by putting 
44WQd)=~ hdW,)-4 
rev. 44WQd)=x 4(4-S(b,))b, , > 
481!153!?-8 
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where S denotes the composite inverse of S. Here, the Hopf module structures 
of B@ D and B are as in (1.4)(a) and ( 1.5). The inverse of a is given b)l 
o’(F)(d)=F(l,@d). 
Proof Assume D is a left A-module coalgebra. If 4: D -+ B is a right 
D-comodule map, then for any dE D, 
1 &%OUV),)=~ #(d,)Od,. 
Therefore, 
(BOd p,(dd)(bOd)) 
=c b,~(S(b,)--d,)Ob,-(s(b,)--d,) 
=c 44)(bOd,)Od,. 
So a(4) is a right D-comodule map. The others are easy. 1 
We remark that when D is a two-sided A-module coalgebra satisfying 
a-x=x-a for all aE A, the above isomorphisms hold simultaneously. 
(3.2) PROPOSITION. In the situation of (Xl), the following are equivalent: 
(i) B is relative injective as a right D-comodule. 
(ii) There exists a right D-comodule map 4: D + B such that 
4(x) = 1,. Such a r$ is called a total x-integral. 
(iii) Any object in Mt (resp. BMA) is relative injective as a right 
D-comodule. 
(iv) There exists a morphism F: BO D + B in BMD (resp. Mi) such 
that Fp’=id,, where p’ is the right D-comodule structure map of B. 
Proof: (i) * (ii): The map k -+ D, 2~ Ax, is a k-split right 
D-comodule map and the map k + B, 1 H 11 B, is a right D-comodule map. 
Hence there is a right D-comodule map 4: D + B with d(x) = l,, since B 
is right relative D-injective. 
(ii) = (iv): It follows from (3.1), by setting F := a(d). 
(ii) = (iii): Let NEMG (resp. BMA). Define F,: N@D + N as 
follows: 
F,dn@dd)=C no&W,)-4 
resp. F,(n@d)=~ &d-S(n,))n, . 
> 
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Then FN is a right D-comodule map and FN(z n,@ I,) = n. This shows 
that N is a relative injective as a right D-comodule. 
(iv) =z. (i) is obvious. 
(iii) =z- (i) is obvious, since BE Mi. 1 
In the situation of (3.1), let D be a left A-module coalgebra with a 
group-like element x. We define the map 
CO’: MD(D, B) + ,M(B, B,) 
by the composition of the canonical maps 
MD(D, B) ,M(B> B,) 
D Tadjoint 
where /I:: B @I~, B + B @I D is a morphism of gM D defined by 
bQb’t-+~ b,b’@b,-x. 
Similarly, for a right A-module coalgebra D we have the map 
0: MD(D, B) + M,JB, B,), 
using (1.6), /I, (2.4), and S. 
It is easily checked that for any c$EM~(D, B) and be B, 
u’(b)(b) = 1 hd(S(b,) - x) 
rev. 4dMb) = c 4(x - %b,) bd 
> 
. 
We claim that o’(qS)(b)=b&x) for bEB,. Since b@x=C b,@bb,-x, 
ZbO@S(bI)@x = Cb06S(bI)Ob2-x. Hence Cb,@S(b,)-x = 
I: b,@ S(b,) - b2-x = b 8 x. This implies o’(d)(b) = bqS(x). Similarly, 
o(4)(b) = &x)b for b E B,. 
Thus we obtain: 
(3.3) PROPOSITION. If there is a rota1 x-integral 4: D + B, then o’(b) 
(resp. o(d)) is a left (resp. right) B,-module projection from B onto B,, and 
hence B, is a direct summand of the left (resp. right) B,-module B. The 
converse holds if the map /?k (resp. /3x) is bijective. 
We can dualize (3.1)-(3.3). 
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(3.4) LEMMA. Let B be a left (resp. right) A-comodule algebra and 
assume that there is an algebra map ct: B + k. Then we have the 
k-isomorphism for any right A-module coalgebra D, 
a: MB(D, B) + DM,(D,DOB), IC/bG 
(resp. a:M,(D, B)+Mg(D, D@B), $HG), 
by putting 
rev. o(lC/)(d) = 1 4 --S($(d,),)OW,h 3 > 
where the Hopf module structures of D 0 B and D are as in (1.4)(b) and 
(1.9). The inverse of o is given by o-‘(G)= (en@ B)G. 
Proof: Let B be a left A-comodule algebra and let p denote the 
D-comodule structure of D 0 B. Then for any de D, b E B, p(d@ b) = 
C 4 -b-, 0 4 0 b,. Therefore, pa($)(d) = C (d, - S(ICl(d2)L2)), - 
~(d2)-,~‘(dlLS(~(d2)--2))2~~(dZ)0 = ~dd,--S(~(d,)~,)~(d,)~,O 
4 - S(ti(d,)-,) @ ll/(ddo = Cd, 8 4 - S(+(d,)-,I 0 WA, = 
(DOa( A,(d). This shows that a(@) is a left D-comodule map. Also, 
a($) is a right B-module map, because we have 
hWW=~ h-b-, --S(~(d,b,)-,)~~(d,b,), 
=Z d,---2-S(b-,)S(~(d2)-,)OIC/(d2)0bg 
(since I,$ is a right B-module map) 
=C d,--S(~(d,)-,)~3(d,),b. 
Clearly, (E, 8 B) g(e) = +. Finally, o((E~ @ B)G) = G since a(+) = 
(~LD~B)(DOS~D)(D~~e)(DO~) A,, so g is a bijection. 1 
(3.5) PROPOSITION. Assume the situation in (3.4). 
(a) The folIowing are equivalent: 
(i) D is relative projective as a right B-module. 
(ii) There exists a right B-module $: D + B such that u@ = ~a. 
Such a $ is called a total a-cointegral. 
(iii) Any Hopf module in Mz (resp. DM,) is relative projective as 
a right B-module. 
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(iv) There exists a morphism G: D + D@ B in DM, (resp. Mi) 
such that $G = id,, where p’ is the right B-module structure map of D. 
(b) Zf there is a total a-cointegral $: D + B, then the canonical map 
D + D” has a left (resp. right) D”-comodule section. The converse holds if the 
y;:DQB+DU,,D, d@bHxddl - 8,(b)@dd, (resp. ya as in (2.10)) is 
bijective. 
Proof: Dual to the proof of (3.2) and (3.3). We note only the part 
of (ii)* (iii). For any NEMO (resp. DM,), define G,: N+ N@ B 
by G~(~)=C~o~(~(~I)-I)QIC/(~I)o (rev. GN(n)=Z~o~(t4n-I)I)Q 
@(n_,),). Then this is a right B-module section for FL: N@I B + N, 
n Q b + no,(b). 1 
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